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This whitepaper outlines a model for breakingpast the limits of traditional survey 

research tobuild a more powerful brand tracking tool. Thismodel is called MRP 

(Multilevel Regression andPoststratification), a statistical technique thatcan be 

used to guarantee reliable and precisedata.



The solution proposed in this whitepaper demonstratesjust one key advantage that 

MRPprovides. It will show that MRP is a predictivemodel that has the ability to learn 

from priorinformation accumulated over time through repeatedsurveys. To illustrate 

the benefit of this“learning” component of MRP, this whitepaperincludes a case 

study based around Blinkist, adigital reading app. Using the data gathered 

byLatana for Blinkist, this whitepaper will showhow it is now possible to detect 

differencesin survey responses (i.e. brand awareness) forniche target audiences 

even when the samplesize is limited.

Executive 
Summary

Multilevel Regression 
andPoststratification
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Imagine spending an hour on your balconycounting passing pedestrians in order to 
predicthow many people pass by during the entireday. 



It is fair to say that your guess would probablybe pretty inaccurate because one hour ofobservation does not provide a lot of 

information.However, if you repeated this exercise everyday for a month, your prediction by the end ofthe month would be a lot 

better. Why? Becauseas humans, we learn over time. We start tonotice patterns, for example, how traffic increasesduring rush 

hour and decreases when it israining. See, the more information we collect,the more we are able to build a general sense ofhow 

different factors contribute to what we aretrying to measure.



This thinking process comes naturally to humans.However, in the world of brand tracking,it is almost entirely missing from 

traditionalsurvey-research methodologies. This meansthat if we used a traditional brand tracking toolto measure a KPI every 

day for a month, themethodology would treat each day as a completelynew day, making a new prediction fromscratch every 

day. So by the end of the month,the prediction would be no more accurate thanthe prediction at the beginning of the month -no 

prior information was taken into account sonothing has been learned over time to improvethe prediction.


Why is this a problem?



Starting from scratch every day means that theprediction 

is vulnerable to daily fluctuations.Consider the balcony 

example again: on thethirtieth day the one hour of 

observation happenedduring a rainstorm and no one 

walkedby. Would you predict that no one walked downthe 

street for the rest of the day, even duringthe sunny hours? 

No, because by the thirtiethday we would have a general 

sense that rainmeans fewer pedestrians. As a result, our 

predictionwouldn’t depend entirely on what wehappened 

to see in our limited, rainy hour ofobservation.



This is also a problem when it comes to brandtracking tools 

that rely on surveys to gatherdata. Why? Because it is 

quite common to havevariations in the number or type of 

respondentsthat a survey reaches on a daily basis, 

especiallywhen tracking niche audiences. For example, ifa 

brand tracking tool wants to track brand awarenessfor a 

particular demographic group (i.e.millennials), the daily 

predictions might fluctuatedepending on how many 

millennials thesurvey reached on a particular day.

What about MRP?



However, if the brand tracking tool used information


learned over time, there wouldn’t besuch variations: before 

making a new daily prediction,the brand tracking tool 

would alreadyknow that millennials have a certain level 

ofbrand awareness.So even if on a particular day the 

survey didn’treach many millennial respondents, the 

predictionwould already have a general sense ofwhat the 

level of brand awareness level shouldbe. This accumulated 

information helps improvethe prediction and guarantees 

that resultsdon’t depend entirely on a small amount of 

newinformation.  

This whitepaper will demonstrate how thebrand tracking 

tool Latana uses MRP to makebetter predictions over time. 

More specifically,it will show how MRP is able to use prior 

informationto make more accurate predictions for 

brand-tracking KPIs in niche audience groupswhere the 

sample size is limited.

Introduction



Thomas Bayes was an English statistician and philosopher who formulated the 

Bayes' theorem upon which MRP is based. The theorem was first presented in the 

work "An Essay towards solving a Problem in the Doctrine of Chances",  which was 

read to the Royal Society in 1763 after Bayes' death. 



The Bayes' theorem determines the probability of an event. The main advantage is 

that it gives the full probability distribution i.e. beter uncertainty estimates. Therefore, 

the theorem allows for a more accurate risk analysis than a simple assumption that is 

typical of the population as a whole.




MRP was first used in the US to estimate US-state-level voter preference in 2009. 

However, the process gained popularity after it was used to estimate the outcome of 

the 2012 US presidential election based on a survey of Xbox users, where it was able 

to mitigate the problem of highly skewed data and provide good results despite some 

bad data being collected. MRP was also used to successfully predict the 2016 

election victory of Donald Trump and the overall outcome of the 2017 UK general 

election.



While in the past research was a battle of finding a sample of people representative 

of the whole population, MRP records a lot of data about the respondents and uses it 

to create a model of how various groups of people are likely to vote. MRP enables you 

to make granular predictions by assuming that certain demographics in one segment 

have similar preferences to the same demographic in another segment, eliminating 

the need for large samples in every constituency. 




In 2019, Latana became the first brand tracker to apply MRP (Multilevel Regression 

and Poststratification) to brand tracking. MRP is a machine learning algorithm that 

enables dynamic modeling, which means it can control more variables and maintain 

higher levels of accuracy for niche audiences. 



As a result, Latana is the first company to devise a brand tracking solution that 

guarantees deeper insights and more reliable results than quota sampling. That 

means brand tracking software which:        


- Produces lower margins of error


- Allows deep audience segmentation so brands can track even the most 


niche demographics


- Provides better quality insights that are more closely aligned to real-world 


changes



Election Polling

MRP and Brand Tracking

Thomas Bayes, 1702 - 1761

English mathematician, statistician, 
philosopher and Presbyterian pastor.
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Measuring Brand 
Awareness
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Brand Awareness

Brand awareness results for the 
smallgroup of respondents 
aged 56-65 with vs. without 
prior information.

Blinkist is an up-and-coming startup that hasbuilt a reading app that condenses 

non-fictionbooks into 15-minute audio summaries. Latanamonitored Blinkist’s levels 

of brand awarenessin Germany before, during and after Blinkist’sTV campaign by 

surveying 2000 people. Theythen used the MRP model to predict brandawareness 

levels for hundreds of niche targetaudiences.



For the sake of this case study, the focus is onthe measure of brand awareness 

Blinkist reachedin Germany after the campaign finished.To show the benefits of 

using prior informationto make more accurate predictions, the followingtwo 

approaches will be compared:


1. No prior knowledge: we use an MRP modelto predict post-campaign brand 

awarenessby simply relying on the respondents thatwe collected after the 

campaign.


2. Prior knowledge: we use an MRP model topredict post-campaign brand 

awarenessthat relies on the survey data collectedbefore, during and after the 

campaign.



For both scenarios, the overall population estimateof post-campaign brand 

awareness is7.5% - meaning that around 7.5% of people inGermany were aware of 

an app called Blinkistin the time following Blinkist’s TV campaign. Inall following 

graphics, this average is shown as adotted horizontal line.



Note that this estimate is the same regardlessof whether or not we use prior 

knowledge. Thisis because the post-campaign sample size of2000 respondents is 

large enough to generatea stable estimate for the general populationand no 

additional information is required.



However, if we zoom into niche audiences forwhich the sample size is much smaller, 

thedifference between the two approaches becomesapparent. On the one hand, 

when usingno prior knowledge, the MRP model is not ableto detect any difference in 

brand awarenessbetween niche audiences and the 7.5% levelof brand awareness 

for the general public. Onthe other hand, when the MRP model does useprior 

information, it is able to detect differencesin brand awareness for niche 

audiences.  

In other words, it is only by using prior informationthat it’s possible to detect 

brand awarenessfor niche audience groups, particularly whenthe sample is so 

small. Keep reading to see some examples on the following pages.
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To estimate brand awareness for the smallgroup of respondents aged 56-65 (approximately11% of the sample / 220 people), 

usingprior information from past surveys is crucial.In the graph below, it can be seen that if priorinformation is not used, the 

brand awarenessestimate for this group is essentially the sameas the overall brand awareness of 7.5%.



This happens because the MRP model doesn’thave enough information from respondentsaged 56-65 in the sample to find any 

differencesbetween them and the rest of the sample.However, if the MRP model is allowed to useinformation from the past (i.e. 

the survey datathat occurred before and during the campaign),then this helps the model find a stronger signal.



By using prior information, there comes adifferent result: the MRP model estimates thatbrand awareness for 56-65-year-olds 

is 5.5%.Therefore, without using prior information,MRP would not be able to detect a differencebetween the general population 

and 56-65-year-olds and would simply assign the niche audiencethe overall average of 7.5%, even if thefull sample of 2000 

respondents was used.

niche audience

Respondents 
Aged 56-65
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Consider another example: Blinkist is an appmarketed to people who want to be productiveduring their free time. Therefore, it 

would beexpected that these people would have a higherawareness of Blinkist than the people whochoose not to be productive 

in their free time(i.e. the “unproductive”). The unproductive respondents are considereda niche audience because just 65% of the 

sampledescribed themselves as “not wanting to beproductive in their free time”.



To predict brand awareness for this niche audience,it depends on whether or not the MRPmodel is allowed to use prior 

information.Because of the small sample sizes, only theMRP model that uses prior information is ableto detect that these 

unproductive people havea smaller level of brand awareness (~5%) thanthe average population (7.5%). The model 

thatdoesn’t use prior information requires a samplesize of at least 400 (~260 “unproductive“ peoplevs ~140 “productive“ people) 

to start detectingthis difference. At around a 1000 samplesize, both approaches converge to 5.5%, andthe benefit of using 

past information becomesnegligible.As opposed to the previous example with respondentsaged 56-65, this example 

demonstrateshow using prior knowledge is particularlyuseful for smaller sample sizes. To put it insimple terms, if a survey is run 

before, during,and after a campaign, and the sample sizes areon the smaller side, then using prior knowledgefrom past surveys 

would be the only way to detectlower brand awareness for the unproductiveniche audience.

niche audience

The “Unproductive”

Respondents
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In this case, this “low education” niche audienceis considered as people who don’t have auniversity degree. Again we see a 

similar patternas the previous example.



The model that uses prior information helps detecta lower level of brand awareness, even withsmall sample sizes. 


On the flip side, the modelthat doesn’t use prior information only starts todetect the lower sample size at a sample size of800 

respondents or more.

niche audience

Respondents with 
Low Education
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Conclusion

When it comes to accurate and reliable brandtracking, it is more valuable to use as muchinformation as possible. It was clearly 

shown inthe three niche audiences of the Blinkist casestudy, that allowing MRP to use prior informationfrom past surveys, it is 

possible to detectdifferences in brand KPIs for niche target audiences,even when the sample size is limited.



The results of the case study are particularlyimportant for survey research that focuseson understanding niche audiences, and 

evenmore so where the sample size is limited andreaching respondents of a certain category maybe challenging. 



This is where using past informationin an MRP model provides the biggestadditional benefit.This is where using past information 

in an MRPmodel provides the biggest additional benefit.



Therefore, this whitepaper has demonstratedhow Latana can improve the stability and accuracyof brand tracking 

predictions by usinga key element of MRP: the ability to learn frompast information.
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AI-Powered Brand Tracking

Make Better Brand and 
Marketing Decisions

To start a conversation about the business value of 

MRP in yourorganization, contact:


For General Enquiries: hello@latana.com


For Sales: sales@latana.com


For PR/Partnerships: marketing@latana.com
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